
















































SPECIAL 2020 BONUS SECTION
This was one of the most "fun" issues of Amoeba Adventures and a joy to draw. I spent a

while trying to come up with cover ideas, such as the below draft.



The final image on the cover was a pretty direct

swipe of a very cool image John Byrne drew in

Avengers West Coast #51 . I did make sure to credit

my plagiarism, though!



More of my incredibly professional plot notes.



One thing about #1 3 leaves me with a rather bad taste

decades on. I 'd gotten a bit tired of Raoul the Boy

Cockroach, who was funny but not much of a character.

So I wrote him (and Ninja Ant's unfunny brother Spunky

Ant) out of the picture in #1 3. However, it didn't real ly hit

me that I did so by leaving two CHILDREN in a PRISON

with the final image of them being theatened by a

HULKING NEO-NAZI . Egad. That was it for Raoul,

forever. Ninja Ant never mentioned his baby brother

again. Dark.

So, to be clear, Raoul and Spunky escaped prison

between pages 6 and 7 and fled to Belgium where they

lived happily ever after. OK? OK.

Below, a rough draft of a Raoul newspaper cartoon I

never finished. At right, Max Ink draws Raoul waxing

poetic over his fate.



I also need to clear the air on a certain issue. Some people thought

Prometheus had a somewhat, um, phall ic design. Honestly, I never

really saw it and thought sometimes it was just people reading a bit

much into things. However, with this cover, in retrospect the "Golden

Protoplasm Award" and the way Pro is holding it is WAY too. . . um,

suggestive. Whoops. Unintended, I swear.

A cover I did for a short-l ived reviewzine, Small Press Report.









In hindsight, this drawing

of Dawn I did was a bit

too "cheeky." Hey, I 'm

only human. I t was the

'90s.



In my best Stan Lee hypemaster fashion, I put out occasional newsletters and

the l ike to boost Amoeba Adventures' profi le. Here's one of them.




